
Made to Move 
Ps. Jesse Eisenhart

There is some form of consistency in movement 
Exodus 
Moses is MADE TO MOVE to free the Israelites and we see Gods power 

The  tenth plague - (the number 10 in the Bible means testing)
where we get Passover - and the Israelites are freed.
God calls people out of from where they are and frees them from slavery

Are we, today, excited about movement? 
It's the unfamiliar and fear of the unknown that causes people to freeze

Right after god led the Israelites out of Egypt, he led them to the Red Sea and pharaoh changed his mind and wants 
them back. 
Exodus 14:10-13
"... why did you bring us out here in the wilderness?"
Why did you make us move? 

When God moves us, our idea of where he is taking us is way different than Gods idea of where he's taking us 

It's not so much the movement that matters, it's what god is trying to reveal to us in the movement that matters !
When God moves us, it's not to make us feel comfortable! It's about HIM showing us WHO HE IS in the movement !
The enemy always wants us to go back to where God brought you from 
When God calls you out of a place, there is always something he wants to redeem and free us of.
The substance of it all is to just KNOW GOD! 
Gods desire in the movement process is so God can reveal himself to us! HE WILL ALWAYS FIGHT FOR US! 
Don't wait to see the miracle, just start moving and the miracle will pass!
Just because we don't see the miracle or the answer doesn't mean that god isn't working on it!

Hope deferred makes the heart sick

After god leads the Israelites out of Egypt and through the Red Sea, they start to complain because they are thirsty! 
God leads them to a brook that is bitter and they complain and God yet again performs another miracle!

Without movement, you don't change your view of God
The purpose of the movement is to TRUST GOD MORE 
To have faithfulness in Him!

God provided !
God is patient with the people who are impatient with the people around them
The movement may be a decoy but it is necessary
We are limited by our understanding and by what we see until we really have to rely on God 

Luke 6:37 (MSG)

Find evidence in your life of who you are helping move 

BE COMMITTED TO MOVE
We are MADE TO MOVE!

God is going to reveal himself to us in a different light in moving!


